
IELTS Academic Reading Practice Test 20

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on Reading
Passage 1 below.





Questions 15-18

Choose the correct answers A-D and write them next to 15-18 on your answer sheet

15 According to the author, one thing we long for is

A the safety of the home

B security

C open access

D positive virtues

16 Access to many buildings

Ais unauthorized

B is becoming more difficult

C is a cause of crime in many urban areas

D used to be called ‘Reception’

17 Buildings used to permit access to any users

A but now they do not

B and still do now



C especially offices and schools

D especially in urban areas

18 Secure zones

A do not allow access to the user

B compartmentalize the user

C are often like traps

D are not accessible to everybody

Questions 19-24

Complete the summary below using words from the box.

Write your answers in the blank spaces next to 19-24 on your answer sheet

The problem of physical access to buildings has now been 19………………………………by

technology. Messages are 20………………………………with passwords not allowing

21…………………………to read someone else’s messages. But, while individuals are

becoming increasingly 22……………………………..socially by the way, they do their job, at

the same time more value is being put on 23…………………………………. However, e-mail

and voice-mail have led to 24…………………………………opportunities for

person-to-person communication.

Reducing off Computer Other people Isolating

Teamwork Decrease in Similar Solved

No different from Overcame Physical Protected



Combat Developed Cut-off

Questions 25-27

Complete the sentences below, with words taken from Reading Passage 2.

Use NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

Write your answers in the blank spaces next to 25-27 on your answer sheet

25 The writer does not like……………………………….

26 An individual’s Home Page indicates their………………………………on the Internet.

27 Devices like mobile phones mean that location is…………………………..


